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Caterease Enterprise is the perfect solution for companies with
multiple locations. This exceptional package lets you track
important metrics and optionally share information across the
entire corporation, while still allowing each individual site the
flexibility it needs to be successful.

Maintain Maximum Efficiency

Although all of your units belong to the same corporation, they still each have their own unique needs. With
Caterease Enterprise, each location can optimize the setup of its individual program to ensure the data-entry process is as effective and efficient as possible.
Information that can be individualized for each location –
or optionally copied across the enterprise – includes:
• Default Tax, Service Charge and Gratuity Rates
• Site Locations
• Banquet Room Details
• Custom User-Defined Fields
• Conditional Required Fields
• Custom Screen Displays
• Automatic Notifications of Changes

Choose Which Information is Shared

Caterease Enterprise automatically separates information
from different locations, and lets you determine which, if
any, information gets shared. You decide if specific users
are allowed to see information from more than one location. You can even create custom menus, prints, etc. and
maintain them in one place – and then optionally share
them will all locations, while prohibiting those users from
making changes.
Information that can be shared across all locations (with
permission) includes:
• Client/Customer Details
• Events
• Default Menus
• Custom Event Prints
• Custom Merge Documents and Letters
• Common Site Locations

Track Details

Although Caterease Enterprise automatically separates
information, users with permission can run robust reports and custom queries that include data from across
the entire enterprise – or from only select locations.
Any details can be tracked in a variety of ways, and
important metrics about your corporation are available
at your fingertips.
Track important information in a variety of ways, including:
• Flexible, Quick-Access Reports
• Completely Customizable Query Tools
• Customizable, Browser-Based Sales Dashboard
• Handy Mobile App with Dashboard

Caterease Enterprise is the only comprehensive tool
that allows each of your individual units the freedom
to be efficient, while allowing the corporate team the
power to maintain oversight and control.
For more information, visit
www.caterease.com/features/enterprise or contact
Caterease Sales at 800.863.1616.

